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Important Questions – Section C 

 

1. What are cascading style sheets? Explain inline, internal and external style 

sheets? 

2. Differentiate between semantic and syntactic based styles along with 

examples? 

3. Define the term events and event handler? 

4. Explain document object model? 

5. Differentiate between client side and server side scripting? 

6. How can you display output in java script? 

7. Write an html program using 10 different html tags? 

8. Program a table in html that is borderless and contains the colors of rainbow? 

9. Create Indian flags using frames? 

10. Write a script that uses a function circle area to propt the user for radius of a 

circle and calculate and print the area of circle? 

11. Display "enter two numbers" using window object? 

12. Assigns the product of variables b and c to variable a using javascript? 

13. Write a javascript program to perform payroll application? 



14. In the three tier application explain how the middle tier interacts with client 

tier? 

15. Briefly explain the two types of http requests? 

16. Discuss main features of apache web server specially stability, portability and 

security? 

17. Write a script in javascript that reads in two integers and determines the output 

in xhtml text and display whether the first is multiple of second? 

18. Write javascript statements to accomplish various tasks 

a) declare and create the array with three rows and three columns 

b) accepts an integer code for a character and displays the corresponding 

character? 

c) a recursive function power(base, exponent) that when invoked returns base to 

the  power of exponent? 

19. Why might the designer of a form want to include "hidden" parameters and 

assign them the values? 

20. Write short note on javascript? 

21. What is pws and apache server? 

22. Write a detailed note on XML? 

23. Write a note on server side programming in javascript? 

24. What is an HTML document and draw the Structure of such document? 

 


